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WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW 

 
Here are some words that are often confused.  Learn how to use each word correctly and keep a list of others that 
cause you difficulty. 
 
there = at or in that place 
they’re = they are 
their = belonging to them 

here = in this spot 
hear = to detect sound 
 

than = conjunction used in comparisons 
then = at that time 

know = to be familiar with 
no = negative 

to = in the direction of 
too = also or excessively 
two = 2 

whether = if 
weather = atmospheric conditions 

knew = past tense of know 
new = not old 
 

loose = not tight 
lose = misplace 
lost = past of lose 

by = preposition meaning near or next to 
buy = purchase 

quite = very 
quiet = without noise 
quit = stop 

cite = refer to 
sight = vision 
site = place 

who’s = who is 
whose = possessive 

it’s = it is 
its = belonging to it 

you’re = you are 
your = possessive 

immigrate to  = enter a country 
immigrant = one who immigrates 
emigrate from  = leave a country 
emigrant = one who emigrates 

were = plural past of to be 
we’re = we are 
wear = have on one’s body 
where = in which place 

thorough = complete 
though = but 
through = across 
threw = past of throw 

subsequently = later 
consequently = as a result 

affect = verb-to influence 
effect = noun-result 
effect = verb-to cause 

access = ability to enter 
excess = more than needed 

elicit = [verb]-to bring out 
illicit = [adjective]-illegal 

advice = noun 
advise = verb 

accept = take 
except = not including 

suppose  = [present] assume or imagine 
supposed = [past] expected 

past = ago or before present 
passed = past of pass 

moral = right 
morale = spirit 

use = [present] employ 
used = [past] not new 

 
 

LEARN MORE 
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Confusing Words 
 

Commonly Confused Words Words that are Often Confused 
 

 
 

Sometimes even the most educated people make mistakes with the simplest words. 
Keep an eye open for misused words when you read your writing! 
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PRACTICE 
 
Choose the correct word to complete each sentence. 
 

1. The [weather/whether] does not [affect/effect] the way we feel. 

2. Dogs can [hear/here] sounds that humans cannot. 

3. Which course did you [advice/advise] her to take? 

4. He plans to [immigrate/emigrate] from this country next year. 

5. He didn’t study; [consequently/subsequently], he failed the test. 

6. A wrecked bus was lying on [its/it’s] side. 

7. A boat broke [loose/lose/lost] from its anchor. 

8. He [passed/past] the civil service exam. 

9. The line at the movies was [quite/quiet/quit] long. 

10. They [knew/new] the names of all the players. 

11. The men were involved in an [elicit/illicit] activity. 

12. I don’t know if [wear/we’re/were/where] leaving tomorrow or not. 

13. They left town [to/too/two] find [there/they’re/their] roots. 

14. I did not [know/no] what to do. 

15. She is taller [than/then] I am. 

16. Do you know [who’s/whose] shoes these are? 

17. I will [accept/except] the invitation. 

18. Our [moral/morale] was down after we lost the game. 

19. I will [buy/by] the dress next week. 

20. It’s [suppose/supposed] to rain. 

21. The price you [use/used] to charge was too low. 

22. When [your/you’re] finished, call me. 

23. You must [cite/sight/site] your work correctly. 

24. One must go [though/thorough/threw/through] the tunnel to get to the other side. 

25. He talked to [access/excess] about his problems. 


